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Abstract: Over the last 20 years, management for thalassemia major has improved to the point
where we predict that patients’ life expectancy will approach that of the normal population.
These outcomes result from safer blood transfusions, the availability of three iron chelators,
new imaging techniques that allow specific organ assessment of the degree of iron overload, and
improvement in the treatment of hepatitis. In October 2011, the Food and Drug Administration
licensed deferiprone, further increasing the available choices for iron chelation in the US. The
ability to prescribe any of the three chelators as well as their combinations has led to more effective reduction of total body iron. The ability to determine the amount of iron in the liver and heart
by magnetic resonance imaging allows the prescription of the most appropriate chelation regime
for patients and to reconsider what our aims with respect to total body iron should be. Recent
evidence from Europe has shown that by normalizing iron stores not only are new morbidities
prevented but also reversal of many complications such as cardiac failure, hypothyroidism,
hypogonadism, impaired glucose tolerance, and type 2 diabetes can occur, improving survival
and patients’ quality of life. The most effective way to achieve normal iron stores seems to be
with the combination of deferoxamine and deferiprone. Furthermore, outcomes should continue
to improve in the future. Starting relative intensive chelation in younger children may prevent
short stature and abnormal pubertal maturation as well as other iron-related morbidities. Also,
further information should become available on the use of other combinations in chelation
treatment, some of which have been used only in a very limited fashion to date. All these
advances in management require absolute cooperation and understanding of parents, children,
and, subsequently, the patients themselves. Only with such cooperation can normal long-term
survival be achieved, as adherence to treatment is now likely the primary barrier to longevity.
Keywords: thalassemia, iron overload, iron chelation therapy, magnetic resonance imaging,
deferoxamine, deferiprone, deferasirox
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Regular blood transfusions and iron chelation therapy are standard treatment for
thalassemia major. The repeated transfusions gradually increase the total body iron
load, resulting in secondary hemosiderosis with complications in the heart, endocrine
glands, and liver. The introduction of iron chelation with deferoxamine (DFO), although
parenteral, significantly improved survival.1 However, cardiomyopathy remained the
most common and important cause of death, and endocrine morbidities became very
common in long-term survivors.2 Poor treatment compliance with DFO was associated with early onset of cardiac complications and morbidities. Serious problems also
arose in patients who, according to their regular evaluations with ferritin and liver iron
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concentration, were considered to be compliant and to have
acceptable levels of iron load.3 The successive addition of
deferiprone (DFP) in Europe in 1999 and deferasirox (DFX)
in 2006 offered the advantage of iron chelation that could
be orally administered. With the licensing of DFP in the US
in October 2011, new options are becoming available for
optimal prescription of iron chelation in American patients.
Today, the chelation options available are monotherapy
with any of the three iron chelators DFO, DFP, or DFX.
Currently, the three drugs are licensed for monotherapy.
However, combinations of any two of them or even all three
provide newer and more effective choices for patients and
their physicians. What should be offered to each patient with
respect to iron chelation can now be determined by newer and
better methods for the estimation of total body iron load as
well as the degree of hemosiderosis of individual organs such
as the heart,4 liver,5,6 pituitary,7,8 and pancreas9 by magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Methods are being developed to
assess “free” iron, the iron that is not bound to transferrin
in the circulation or is free within cells and not attached
to ferritin. This iron can cause tissue damage and may be
detected by specific assays.10,11 With the knowledge obtained
by these evaluations, the appropriate chelation regime can
be tailored to the individual needs of each patient. As shown
over the last 10 years in a number of European studies, early
intervention with intensification of iron chelation, where
appropriate, has allowed the reduction of life-threatening
iron overload with reduced mortality from cardiac causes.12,13
Such interventions have also reduced morbidities related to
endocrinopathies.14

The evaluation of iron burden
The evaluation of the iron burden is essential for the
determination of clinical outcomes, deciding when to
commence chelation, selection of the regime that should
be prescribed, the continuous monitoring of chelation
efficacy, and the fine-tuning of the regime. Important
parameters include the history of transfusions, type of
chelation, and the patient’s compliance to treatment. In
general, patients are loaded with iron at an average rate
of 0.5 mg/kg body weight (bw)/day with a range between
0.32 mg/kg and 0.64 mg/kg.15 Ferritin has been the relatively universally available method for assessment of iron
stores. The recent availability of MRI technology to permit
noninvasive evaluation of the concentration of iron in the
liver (liver iron concentration [LIC]), heart, and other
organs permits direct monitoring of tissue iron. Recently,
the assessment of nontransferrin-bound iron (NTBI), a
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part of which is labile plasma iron (LPI), has become
available,16 and further evaluation of its potential value is
being investigated. LPI may prove to be a valuable adjunct
to the evaluation of a patient’s status.

Ferritin
Ferritin is a metalloprotein that is found in cells. It stores and
releases iron in a controlled manner. In normal individuals,
a small amount appears in the circulation and in general
reflects the degree of total body iron. Normal values of
serum ferritin for men and women are 12–300 ng/mL and
12–150 ng/mL, respectively. Thalassemia patients with
ferritin values that are consistently , 1000 ng/mL have a
better prognosis.2 Ferritin is an acute phase reactant, and
the serum levels may be disproportionately greater than the
degree of iron loading in infections, inflammatory states,
liver dysfunction, and malignancies. Conversely, it is low
in the presence of vitamin C deficiency. Despite its limitations, ferritin remains an easy, economical, and widely used
indicator for assessing iron load. The continuous monitoring
of ferritin values in individual patients reflects trends of
body iron burden, the effectiveness of and adherence to iron
chelation therapy, and its impact on mortality and morbidity.
However, in a recent analysis of our data comparing LIC to
ferritin we have found that over certain periods of time, even
up to 4 years, the trends in ferritin can be opposite in direction to the change in total body iron as derived from LIC17
or disproportionate to the changes in LIC. This could lead
to inappropriate changes in therapy and incorrect assumptions by health care providers about patient adherence. It is
accepted that poor compliance with chelation therapy is the
greatest barrier to effective management of iron overload.
If only ferritin is used to assess total body iron, a number
of patients could be discouraged by their apparent poor
response to therapy, even though their LIC may be decreasing. Knowledge of LIC in addition to ferritin is essential so
that errors in clinical decisions and patient frustration can
be avoided. The confidence intervals between any serum
ferritin and total body iron stores is quite large, making
ferritin primarily useful in evaluating groups of patients
rather than individuals.

Labile plasma iron
NTBI species appear when the iron binding capacity of
transferrin is exceeded. When the transferrin saturation
is over 70%–80%, LPI appears.18–21 The LPI represents a
component of NTBI that is both redox active and chelatable and capable of permeating organs. Sustained elevated
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LIC compared to heart T2*

Figure 1 showing the liver iron concentration (LIC) compared to cardiac T2*. The
horizontal line is the level above which the heart is thought not to be excessively
iron loaded. The vertical line indicates the LIC value of 7 mg/g dw.

Liver iron

Cardiac iron

In transfusion-dependent patients, the iron in the liver represents the total body iron load, as it stores 70%–80% of
the iron.22 The normal level is ,0.8 mg/g dry weight (dw),
but up to 1.5 mg/g dw is acceptable. Today, liver biopsy
has been replaced by noninvasive methods of evaluation, of
which the most important and internationally widely used
is MRI.5,6 Superconducting quantum interference device
susceptometry is also a useful noninvasive method for
evaluating LIC, but its value is limited by the small number
of machines available worldwide.23 In general, liver MRI
should be repeated on an annual basis. In the past, levels
of LIC , 7 mg/g dw were considered indicative of mild
iron loading and were regarded as satisfactory, between
7 mg/g dw and 12 mg/g dw as moderate, and .12 mg/g
dw as heavy.24 For reasons explained here, it now seems
important to aim for normal LIC. Patients with high levels
of LIC were at increased risk of developing cardiac iron
compared with patients with low LIC.25 Although low levels
of LIC were generally associated with a better prognosis,
some patients developed cardiac dysfunction as a result
of increased cardiac iron, despite disproportionately low
levels of LIC.3,26 Studies with MRI confirmed the lack of
a clinically useful relationship between the cardiac and
hepatic iron.27,28 Figure 1 demonstrates the findings in the
study from Aessopos et al27 with respect to the LIC and
the cardiac T2* in patients who had been on DFO therapy.
It clearly shows that in patients with LIC , 7 mg/g dw
a significant number have excessive cardiac iron, and
some patients with LIC . 7 mg/g dw do not have cardiac
iron. Knowledge of LIC is very important; particularly
in the presence of active hepatitis C infection, as excess
iron increases the risk of fibrosis, 22 cirrhosis, and liver
cancer.29

The estimation of cardiac iron by MRI with T2* was developed in the Brompton Hospital, London, UK. The method is
simple, accurate, and reproducible.4 It was also instituted at
the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA,30
and is now used in many international centers. The technology
confirmed suspicions that the LIC had little predictive value
on the degree of cardiac iron load and the risk of cardiac
dysfunction. A low cardiac T2* indicates high cardiac iron.
Although total body iron as measured by LIC does not permit
estimation of cardiac iron, the presence of cardiac iron (low
T2*) is generally seen in patients with high degrees of total
iron loading. Over the past decade, common usage has been
to express LIC in mg Fe/gm dw of liver, and cardiac iron in
terms of T2* in milliseconds (ms).6 Thus, the cardiac T2* is
inversely correlated with degree of cardiac iron loading. A
study on hearts from deceased or cardiac-transplanted patients
has shown that the MRI-derived formula [Fe] = 45 (T2*)–1.22
can be used to express the amount of iron in the heart in mg/g
dw,31 in a similar fashion to the liver. With this calculation a
T2* of 5 ms corresponds to a cardiac iron concentration of
6.3 mg/g dw. This was the mean level at which death from
cardiac causes occurred in patients whose hearts were donated
for that study. An LIC of 6.3 gm/g dw would not be alarming,
and, in the past, levels , 7 gm/g dw were thought to be quite
satisfactory. This demonstrates the differential sensitivity of
the heart compared with the liver to iron damage There is a
correlation between T2* and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). Decreased LVEF is associated with low values
of T2*. The probability of impaired cardiac function increases
when the T2* value is ,20 ms (1.2 mg/g dw). Patients on
DFO alone with T2* values , 10 ms have a .50% chance
of developing heart failure in the ensuing 12 months if their
chelation regime is not changed.32
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Cardiac T2*

levels of LPI could, over time, compromise organ function
and decrease patient survival. Measurements of LPI may
provide an indication for the presence of forms of iron
that can lead to tissue iron overload. It may be a more
reliable marker of the iron status at one particular time
point than ferritin, as the latter is a longer-term index of
iron load. If LPI levels are maintained at low or normal
levels (0.2–0.5 µmol/L), it is thought that tissue damage
from the free iron may be prevented. Further studies with
the measurement of LPI may provide a convenient and
immediate index of when to start chelation, chelation
efficacy, adequacy of doses of chelator prescribed, and
patient compliance.21
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Iron load of other organs
Early detection of endocrinopathies is imperative, as most
patients are likely to be asymptomatic at early stages, and with
the use of appropriate chelation regimes and normalization of
LIC levels endocrinopathies may be reversible. Regular clinical evaluation of patients with height, including sitting height,
length of long bones, weight, and pubertal staging assists in
determining whether transfusions and chelation therapy are
adequate and whether there could be growth delay related to the
chelator prescribed. Dynamic tests and hormonal assessment
are used to detect iron overload in peripheral glands. For glucose
metabolism abnormalities, an oral glucose tolerance test is
performed together with insulin measurements. For thyroid
function, free T4, thyroid-stimulating hormone, and thyrotropinreleasing hormone tests are undertaken in order to differentiate
primary from secondary hypothyroidism. For hypogonadism,
sex hormones and a gonadotropin-releasing hormone test are
used. After the second or third decade of life and in heavy
iron-overloaded patients, the anterior pituitary might also
be damaged, and regulatory hormonal secretion (luteinizing
hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, thyrotropin-releasing
hormone) may be disrupted. MRI may then reveal a reduced
volume and excess pituitary iron.7,8,33,34 Also, the degree of
the pancreatic iron overload evaluated by MRI was related to
glucose metabolism9,35,36 and, moreover, may herald the onset
of cardiac siderosis. However, there is no absolute relationship
of glucose metabolism disorders to the degree of iron loading
present in the pancreas. The absence of pancreatic iron is highly
predictive of normal cardiac iron, and the presence of pancreatic
iron suggests that cardiac iron loading may be imminent.35,37,38
A recent publication from Corinth in Greece has shown that if
iron levels can be brought to normal with LIC , 1 mg/g dw and
ferritin , 100 ng/mL, there is a significant possibility that there
may be a reversal of endocrinopathies.14 There was no increase
in adverse events associated with the achievement of such low
ferritin levels or new unexpected adverse events. Other centers
are reporting low ferritin levels, and it would seem necessary
to monitor patients very carefully for side effects when such
low levels or iron load are achieved.

Clinical assessment of iron load
At each clinic visit it is important to inquire about general
well-being, whether the patients have had any serious problems, their school or employment performance, and how they
have managed their chelation therapy since last seen. Where
appropriate, libido and satisfaction with sexual activity need
to be evaluated. Clinically, skin color should be assessed,
and if the patients have been prescribed DFO, the sites of
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infusion need to be inspected for an evaluation of compliance,
including how recently an infusion was administered. Regular
evaluations of ferritin and liver function tests at each transfusion, LIC, cardiac evaluation with electrocardiogram and
echocardiography, and biochemical evaluation of endocrine
function should be performed at least annually. It is important
to note that the clinical parameters and the degree of siderosis of the different organs do not always show an expected
relationship. For example, some patients with excess cardiac
iron may have excellent cardiac function, and a patient with
only mild pancreatic iron overload may be diabetic.

The iron chelators
Deferoxamine
DFO binds iron in a 1:1 ratio. Approximately 50% of the
DFO:Fe complex (ferrioxamine) is excreted in the urine
and the remainder in the feces. However, this ratio is very
variable, and a urine analysis of the amount excreted cannot be relied upon to provide accurate estimations of the
total iron excretion in response to a dose of the medication.
Because it is not orally absorbed and it has a very short
half-life, the most common form of administration is by
slow subcutaneous infusion by small portable pumps.39,40
Slow infusion is critical. Rapid infusion of DFO results
in rapid excretion of drug unbound to Fe and significant
loss of chelation efficiency. The usual dose for children is
20–40 mg/kg bw/infusion and for adults is 50–60 mg/kg
bw/infusion 5–7 days a week depending on the degree of
iron load.41 Although many centers give the drug 5–7 days
a week, it is best to give it 7 days a week. This is especially
true if there is significant elevation of the LIC (.7 mg/g
dw) or cardiac iron loading.42 Any time the chelator is not
circulating, NTBI is free to load the heart and endocrine
organs. The infusions are usually given at night while the
patient sleeps and over an 8–12 hour period. DFO was able
to maintain LIC at levels that were acceptable for the time,
and in many cases maintained heart function.43,44 Survival
improved with its use,45 but cardiac complications remained
the main cause of premature death during the latter half of
the 20th century.2,26 With the advent of MRI, a large proportion of patients who were receiving DFO demonstrated
significant cardiac iron overload, and a significant number
of those had cardiac iron at potentially dangerous levels.27,28
In patients with severe heart failure and very heavy cardiac
iron load, DFO was administered intravenously in larger
doses up to 100 mg/kg bw/day, usually by 24 hour/day
continuous infusion. This approach resulted in satisfactory
outcomes in most cases.46,47 The most common and most
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frequent adverse complications associated with its use are
local topical reactions. General reactions, growth delay,48
bony abnormalities,49 impaired hearing,50 and visual disturbance51 are less common and have been associated with
disproportionately high doses of medication compared with
the degree of the patient’s total body iron load. Infection
with the bacteria Yersinia and Klebsiella are more common
in individuals who have excess body iron. However, during treatment with DFO, the risk of infections with these
microorganisms is increased and represents the most dangerous risk associated with DFO use.52–56 Physicians must
be vigilant for symptoms that may indicate infections from
either of these organisms.

Deferiprone
DFP is a chelating agent that is administered orally. It binds
iron in a 3:1 ratio. The majority of the DFP iron complex is
excreted in the urine (about 90%) and the remainder in the
feces. It is available in Europe as tablets and syrup. At present, only the tablet form has been approved for use in the US.
The dose approved by the Food and Drug Administration
is 75–99 mg/kg bw/24 hours, and because of its very short
half-life it should be given in three divided doses, usually
approximately 8 hours apart. It is equally as effective as
DFO in its ability to remove liver iron.57–59 It is particularly
effective in removing iron from the heart.26,60,61 In a number
of studies it has shown improvement in the LVEF,60 and in
a recent study improvement in the right ventricular ejection
fraction.62 A large multicenter study in Italy demonstrated
significant cardioprotective effects with its use.63 The beneficial effects of DFP are thought to be related to its low

Heart disease in patients treated with
deferiprone or deferoxamine
Piga et al26

Odds ratio

DFP Monotherapy

Borgna-Pignatti et al
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Hazard ratio
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Ceci et al100
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Modell et al12
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Figure 2 Showing a forest plot indicating the odds ratio or hazard ratio for a
patient to develop cardiac disease when taking deferiprone, either as monotherapy
(blue circles) or in combination with deferoxamine (yellow circles), compared with
taking defoxamine alone (vertical dotted line).
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molecular weight and its increased membrane permeability.
This capability allows it to pass the blood-brain barrier and
may be responsible for the increased efficacy on the pituitary
endocrine axis. In addition, it has the unique property of
redistributing iron within cells and cellular organelles. One
of the components of iron within the cells is labile cellular
iron. DFP, with its rapid access and low molecular weight,
may chelate this iron and reduce its toxic potential.64 It is this
action that is thought to improve mitochondrial function in
the heart65 and the endocrine glands.66 A recent presentation
to the Food and Drug Administration included information
shown in Figure 2, indicating that regardless of the rigor of
the study design, the method of analysis, or the statistical
evaluation, the same trend was observed for lower risk of
heart disease or death in patients treated with DFP either as
monotherapy or in combination with DFO.67 The most serious
side effect associated with its use is agranulocytosis, which
occurs in ,2% of patients.68 Agranulocytosis can be life
threatening. Therefore, close monitoring of absolute white cell
counts at between 5 and 10 daily intervals is recommended,
and education of the patients regarding the possibility of this
complication as well as clear guidelines about symptoms
and problems they may encounter is essential. Other adverse
effects associated with its use include neutropenia, which
may precede agranulocytosis, arthralgias, gastrointestinal
disorders, weight gain, and increased liver enzymes.68 The
increased liver enzymes usually occur in the first few months
of treatment and usually return to pre-DFP levels within
approximately 6 months. Note that liver enzymes may be three
to five times normal because of iron-induced hepatitis. This
will correct as iron is removed from the liver. The arthralgias
and gastrointestinal disturbances can be managed by a reduction in dose with a slow increase to the required dose once the
symptoms have settled. It is rare that the medication needs
to be ceased for these side effects. If agranulocytosis occurs,
it is recommended that the patient not be re-challenged with
the drug unless there is a significant specific benefit with its
use compared with other chelators.

Combined therapy with deferoxamine
and deferiprone
It is postulated that the combination of DFO and DFP (DFODFP) has a shuttle effect with DFP donating iron to DFO,
and it does have at least an additive effect on iron excretion.69
The combination was found to be very effective at reducing
ferritin.70 All patients on DFO-DFP achieved negative iron
balance, even with administration of DFO only 3 days a week
and DFP daily.69 Combined therapy means that DFP is taken
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every day and DFO 1–7 days per week depending on clinical
concern and degree of iron burden. A randomized controlled
study from Sardinia showed that DFO-DFP significantly
reduces cardiac and hepatic iron.71 Furthermore, patients with
very heavy cardiac iron overload (T2* , 8 ms with a mean
of 5 ms) showed a marked improvement in their T2* value
(mean increase by 3 ms) and marked improvement in their
LVEF72 when treated with DFO-DFP. An observational study
in which patients had between two and six MRI studies with
at least 12 months between each study over a 7-year period,
and in which the annual change in cardiac and hepatic iron
was evaluated, demonstrated that DFP and DFO-DFP were
better at reducing cardiac iron, particularly in the heavier
ranges of iron load, than DFO or DFX as monotherapy.73 A
cross-sectional observational study from Athens, Greece,
reported a reduction in cardiac-related deaths from 7.9 per
1000 patient-years with monotherapy with DFO compared
with 2.3 per 1000 patient-years with the use of DFP alone
or DFO-DFP.74 Also, there are many case reports that demonstrate reversal of end-stage acute heart failure with the
use of DFO-DFP.75–77 The aforementioned improvement in
endocrinopathies was achieved only with the use of DFODFP.14 Specifically, 64% of diabetes type 2 patients, 63% with
impaired glucose tolerance, and 100% of those with impaired
fasting glucose reversed. Fifty percent of hypogonadal males
were able to cease testosterone replacement therapy. In the
hypogonadal females, 32% gave birth to six children, two of
whom by normal conception. Fifty-six percent of patients
were able to stop thyroxin replacement therapy. A patient
of one of the authors demonstrated an improvement in her
glucose tolerance when her liver iron normalized. When her
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Figure 3 Improvement in glucose metabolism with reduction in ferritin after
intensive chelation with the combination of deferoxamine and deferiprone.
Notes: In 2006–2008, compliance deteriorated and with only a slight increase
in ferritin and liver iron concentration, glucose metabolism deteriorated. Once
compliance improved, glucose metabolism normalized. The bold line is the level
below which the 2-hour glucose level is acceptable, and the broken line is the level
above which it is considered that a patient is diabetic. The area between is regarded
as impaired glucose tolerance.
Abbreviation: OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test.
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compliance reduced and her ferritin increased to only 300
ng/mL, her glucose tolerance deteriorated. Subsequently,
when her compliance improved again and her ferritin fell to
30 ng/mL, her glucose tolerance normalized again (Figure 3).
There were no changes in the frequency or nature of adverse
events in patients taking DFO-DFP compared with those with
either medication as monotherapy. Of note, with very low
levels of iron load, DFP shows no toxic effects. As this combination treatment involves subcutaneous infusions, which
are burdensome for the patients, it may be prescribed until
the LIC and cardiac iron concentrations are at satisfactory
levels, after which further tailoring of appropriate chelation
can be prescribed.

Deferasirox
The oral chelator DFX binds to iron in a 2:1 ratio. The
complex is excreted almost exclusively in the feces. It is provided as tablets that form a suspension in liquid. Due to the
relatively long half-life, it may be administered in a once-daily
dose, ranging between 10 mg/kg bw and 40 mg/kg bw. The
ease of administration offers great advantage to improving
compliance, which is of utmost importance in situations
where therapy needs to be taken on a long-term basis. The
efficacy of DFX is dose dependent. The development of this
chelator involved well-planned and vast clinical trials, leading to many studies that showed the effectiveness of DFX
in decreasing ferritin and LIC.78–83 Three recent prospective
studies have shown that DFX is effective in removing iron
from the heart (increase in cardiac T2*), although the LVEF
remained unchanged.84,85 In one of these studies, the reduction
in cardiac iron was observed mainly in patients with mild to
moderate liver siderosis.86 DFX did not reduce the iron in
the heart of patients who had excessive liver iron overload
(usually . 30 mg/g dw). There was no increase in heart iron
in the patients who did not have excessive cardiac iron at baseline. This group showed a small increase in LVEF.87 The most
serious side effect of DFX is decreased renal function, as indicated by a decrease in creatinine clearance to ,40 mL/min,
albuminuria, or increase in serum creatinine . 33% above
baseline values or above the upper age-related normal range.
Other common side effects are gastrointestinal disorders and
rash. Increases in hepatic enzymes requiring cessation of
the drug occurred in ,5% of patients. Rare side effects are
anaphylactic reactions, cytopenias, Fanconi type nephrotic
syndrome, gastrointestinal ulceration and hemorrhage,
impaired hearing, and ophthalmological problems. Regular
monitoring and questioning of patients for such effects are
necessary.88
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With the licensing of DFP in the US, it is now reasonable to
consider the use of DFP in combination with DFX. The use of
two oral chelators is more acceptable to patients than one oral
and the other injectable. Prior to the licensing of DFP, we were
able to use DFP on compassionate grounds for patients with
thalassemia major or sickle cell anemia on regular transfusions.
Our indication for its use was excessive cardiac iron load (T2*
, 10 ms). For this reason, in all the patients who were treated
with DFP, we prescribed it in combination with DFX. In one
patient we prescribed all three chelators. Table 1 shows the
MRI outcomes in our patients and the period of time during
which they were prescribed the combination. Unfortunately,
not all these patients were very compliant, particularly to
their DFX medication. Because of this, the LIC reduced in
only two patients, increased in three, and remained more or
less unchanged in two. The best improvement was seen in the
patients who were on this combination for 7 years. The LVEF
did not seem to improve, though T2* increased (improved)
even in the poorly compliant patients. A group of 16 patients
from Corinth in Greece were prescribed combination therapy
of DFX and DFP because of the presence of more than one
iron overload complication or because of refusal to use DFO91
or concern about DFO-mediated toxicity in the presence of
low levels or iron load. This 2-year study showed encouraging
results with respect to LIC, even though the patients’ baseline
mean LIC was very low. Most importantly, they demonstrated
a significant increase in the mean LVEF (P = 0.0014) in all
patients and a reversal of cardiac complications in three of
them, but also an improvement of glucose metabolism, as
shown by the reduction in the area under the curve for glucose
during an oral glucose tolerance test. Additionally, the protocol was beneficial with respect to gonadal function. With the
licensing now of DFP in the US, it is likely that more patients

Most
recent

New opportunities for chelation

Nov 2006
Apr 2005
Feb 2009
Jul 2005
Jan 2006
Feb 2009
Aug 2008

LIC,
mg/g dw
T2*, ms

CIC,
mg/g dw

LVEF, %

There has been a report on the use of DFX and DFO
sequentially in patients in whom there were concerns about
excessive iron hepatic overload.89 All of the patients showed
a decrease in serum ferritin without any side effects. The
protocol, combining DFX and DFO in sequence, was effective and safe. A study with combined use of DFX daily
and DFO 3–7 days per week suggested that simultaneous
administration was well tolerated and had low potential
for toxicity. From these preliminary data, this combination
seemed to be effective in lowering body iron in high-risk
patients.90

Table 1 Effect of intensive chelation on cardiac iron and LVEF in seven patients
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Deferasirox and deferoxamine
in combination

16.8
36
57
3.5
.60
24.5
39.3

Thalassemia major-related iron overload
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will be offered this combination, particularly where there are
concerns about the degree of iron loading, be it in the heart,
liver, pituitary, or pancreas. Overall, the results are very encouraging, and further results with respect to safety and efficacy are
necessary before it can be considered standard therapy.92,93

Re-evaluation of the goals
of iron chelation therapy
It is now recognized that it is most important to have the continuous presence of a chelating agent in patients’ circulation
in order to reduce the amount of free iron in plasma (LPI), to
prevent its entry into cells, and to protect from the oxidant
radicals that are principally responsible for tissue and organ
damage.94–97 The question arises of the value of increasing
the LVEF from normal levels to even more normal levels.
A recent publication on patients with thalassemia who had
participated in two studies mentioned previously and who
showed improvement in their LVEF reduced their risk of
developing cardiac failure according to how much their LVEF
increased. It is now being postulated that these improvements
may be related to the reduced burden of the free iron on
the mitochondria within the cardiac muscle cells, allowing
rapid improvement disproportionate to the slow reduction
in the cardiac iron load.98 Therefore, the use of medications
that improve LVEF is preferable. We have known for some
time that iron cardiomyopathy is reversible if treatment
is started before the patient is severely symptomatic. It is
also clear that reducing LIC levels certainly to , 18 mg/g
and probably ,8 mg/g facilitates removal of cardiac iron.99
Although reversal of endocrine dysfunction is not so certain,
the recent success in reversing some endocrinopathies by
normalizing LIC suggests that much lower LIC levels must be
obtained to reverse endocrine dysfunction. Thus, to improve
and prevent complications of hemosiderosis, it seems that the
aim of chelation therapy should be to maintain the iron load
at normal levels, as indicated by an LIC of 0.8–1.5 mg/g dw.
This level of chelation can be safely attempted only if reliable
measures of LIC are routinely available. The issue of when
to start chelation and how aggressive the chelation should
be requires ongoing evaluation. If started at an appropriate
time and total body iron is maintained at close to normal
levels, with ongoing evaluation of tissue-specific iron load, it
would seem likely that morbidities such as endocrinopathies
may be avoided.

Future research on chelation
We now have three chelators that are very effective. They
have different toxicities and different organ specificity. The
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recognized overwhelming barrier to efficacy of chelation is
the impact that chronic iron overload and the need to take
daily medications has on quality of life and ability of patients
to adhere to prescribed treatments. None of these drugs work
if they are not taken. It seems clear from anecdotal reports
that combinations of these medications are much more
effective than monotherapy. Although it would be optimal
to have nicely designed combination therapy comparison
trials to determine efficacy and toxicity, it would take a
Herculean effort and massive amounts of money, and still
the results would likely be biased and dominated by patient
adherence. One of the great advantages of having three drugs
is the ability to use combinations to tailor treatment to the
individual’s lifestyle so they at least have some chelator
every day. We would propose that the large sums of money
required for a combination trial would be best spent looking for new, more effective agents, and that a well-designed
international cooperative registry be set up to monitor toxicity and efficacy of combinations. In addition, research on
compliance to chelation and how this might be optimized
and a greater understanding of the different sensitivities of
various organs to excess iron will assist in the approaches
to chelation therapy that would further improve survival and
reduce morbidities.

Key points in iron chelation
therapy and thalassemia major
Until recently, cardiac complications were the leading cause
of death in European thalassemia patients, and remain the
most common cause of death in North American patients.
MRI can detect the degree of risk of cardiac dysfunction
that patients run according to their cardiac iron estimation.
Measurement of ferritin alone can be misleading in
monitoring total body iron and optimally should be used in
conjunction with direct measurement of LIC.
Assessment of LPI, which recently became available,
may be a valuable adjunct to the evaluation of patients’ iron
load status.
Intensification of patients’ chelation regime is essential
in those with a significant risk of developing cardiac
dysfunction. To date, most of the information available
indicates that the best regime to this effect is combination
therapy with DFP and DFO. It has been demonstrated to
reduce the risk of heart failure relatively rapidly.
Heart failure from hemosiderosis can be reversed by
intensification of iron chelation.
To prevent and reverse cardiac and endocrine organ loading with iron, and to maximize protection from iron-induced
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oxidant damage, it is important that patients have some chelator circulating every day. This is especially important if the
LIC is significantly elevated (.7 mg/g dw).
Although the incidence of endocrinopathies reduced with
the use of DFO, it still remains a significant and frequent complication. The reversal and prevention of endocrinopathies
may be effected by very intensive chelation with DFO-DFP
or DFP-DFX with the intent to normalize the LIC.
Regardless of what we can achieve in clinical studies, patients’ compliance defines long-term disease-free
survival.
Further studies on the safety and efficacy of different
combinations are necessary to determine how low total body
iron may be reduced and whether such low levels can prevent
or reverse morbidities in most patients.
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